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Recommendation ITU-T X.1081
The telebiometric multimodal model – A framework for the specification of security and
safety aspects of telebiometrics
Amendment 3
Enhancement to support a new modality (ELECTRO)
Summary
This Amendment adds a seventh modality: "ELECTRO" and defines new object identifiers under
the arc {2 42 1} assigned to the Recommendation X.1081.
1)

Clause 5

Replace the following subclause of clause 5 as follows:
5.3
Interactions across the 1-m radius biosphere are classified into 14 modalities (see clause 7),
representing interactions arising from the five human senses (seeing, hearing, touching, tasting and
smelling), but generalized to all known categories of interactions. The seven become 14, because
effects of the environment on the human being (e.g., VIDEO-IN – bright lights, or flashing lights)
are modelled as distinct modalities from the effect of a human being on the environment or a sensor
(e.g., VIDEO-OUT – gestures or facial expressions).
2)

Clause 6

Replace the following subclause of clause 6 as follows:
6.5
Fourteen subdivisions of the modalities of the personal privacy sphere provide a generic
multimodal model (see clause 7) to be used in the lowermost level of the bio field interacting with
open telecommunication systems, securely and safely.
3)

Clause 7

Replace the following subclauses of clause 7 as follows:
7.1
The interactions that take place across the personal privacy sphere can be categorized into
seven broad categories based on the human senses and on ionizing radiation that can both be
produced by the human body and can damage it (but cannot be directly sensed). These broad
categories are called the basic interaction modalities.
7.2
These seven basic interaction modalities occur in one of two interaction modality idealtypes:
–
The behavioural modality ideal-type represents interactions from the human being to the
environment (seven outgoing interaction modalities). The seven behavioural modality
ideal-types can be used to classify what kind of biometric signals and what type of
measurements are going to be opted for by users, according to their cultural and personal
preferences;
–
The perceptual modality ideal-type represents interactions from the environment to the
human being (seven incoming interaction modalities).
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7.3
A third interaction modality ideal-type, the conceptual modality ideal-type represents
interactions from the human being that presents things that it knows to the environment (see
clause 7.8). This information can be transmitted using any of the seven basic interaction modalities
of the behavioural modality ideal-type.
7.4
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

The fourteen (two-way) perceptual and behavioral modalities are:
Video in (I see it);
Video out (it sees me);
Audio in (I hear it);
Audio out (it hears me);
Tango in (I touch it);
Tango out (it touches me);
Chemo in (I smell it or I taste it);
Chemo out (it smells me or it tastes me);
Radio in (I am irradiated);
Radio out (I emit radiation);
Calor in (I feel heat);
Calor out (I emit heat),
Electro in (I feel electrical current);
Electro out (I emit electrical current).

7.5
Voluntarily emitted, biometrically unique signs are thus of seven basic interaction
modalities in the behavioral modality ideal-types, and are the "out" bullets of clause 7.4. They are
multimodal generic descriptors of what we are and what we manifest towards sensing devices such
as a charge-coupled device, a microphone, a keyboard, or a Geiger-counter.
7.6
Voluntarily received, biometrically unique signs are of seven modalities in the perceptual
modality ideal-types, and are the "in" bullets of clause 7.4. They are multimodal generic descriptors
of what we are and what we manifest towards emitting devices that simulate these human senses.
7.10.1
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

The first classification is into the basic interaction modalities of:
Video basic interaction modality;
Audio basic interaction modality;
Tango basic interaction modality;
Chemo basic interaction modality;
Radio basic interaction modality;
Calor basic interaction modality,
Electro basic interaction modality.

4)

Clause 11

Replace the following subclause of clause 11 as follows:
11.6
This Recommendation makes use of proposals given in [18] to assign a numerical labelling
for all elements of the model, recognizing all possible combinations of the five disciplines, of the 14
in/out modalities, and of the seven SI base units.
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5)

Clause 12

Replace the figure 3 with:
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{2 42 1 1 1 1}
"Physics"
{2 42 1 1 1 2}
"Chemistry"
{2 42 1 1 1}
"Quantities"

{2 42 1 1 1 3}
"Biology"
{2 42 1 1 1 4}
"Culturology"

{2 42 1 1 2}
"Units"
{2 42 1 1}
"Measures"

{2 42 1 1 1 5}
"Psychology"

{2 42 1 1 3}
"Symbols"
{2 42 1 1 4}
"Conditions"

{2 42 1 1 5 1}
"Physics"
{2 42 1 1 5 2}
"Chemistry"

{2 42 1 1 5}
"Methods"

{2 42 1 1 5 3}
"Biology"
{2 42 1 1 5 4}
"Culturology"

{2 42 1 2 1}
"Physics"

{2 42 1 1 5 5}
"Psychology"

{2 42 1 2 2}
"Chemistry"
{2 42 1}
assigned to
X.1081

{2 42 1 2}
Fields-of-Study

{2 42 1 2 3}
"Biology"
{2 42 1 2 4}
"Culturology"
{2 42 1 2 5}
"Psychology"
{2 42 1 3 1}
"Tango"
{2 42 1 3 2}
"Video"
{2 42 1 3 3}
"Audio"

{2 42 1 3}
Modalities

{2 42 1 3 4}
"Chemo"
{2 42 1 3 5}
"Radio"
{2 42 1 3 6}
"Calor"

{2 42 1 3 7}
"Electro"
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6)

Annex A

Replace the clause A.2 with:
A.2

ASN.1 module.

NOTE – This module is normative text in ITU-T X.1081. Relevant parts are imported into modules in ITU-T X.1082 and into the
ITU-T X.1080 series as necessary.

Telebiometrics
{joint-iso-itu-t(2) telebiometrics(42) modules(0) main(0) version1(1)}
"/Telebiometrics/Modules/Main_Module/Version1"
DEFINITIONS::=
BEGIN
-- *1* OBJECT IDENTIFIER names for top-level biometric nodes
id-telebio OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {joint-iso-itu-t(2) telebiometrics(42)}
id-tmm OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-telebio tmm(1)}
id-hum-phys OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-telebio human-physiology(2)}
id-th OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-telebio telehealth(3)}

-- *2* OID-IRI or RELATIVE-OID-IRI names for top-level telebiometric nodes
-- Note that all RELATIVE-OID-IRI names are relative to the last OID-IRI
-- value specified in this module
iri-telebio OID-IRI ::= "/Telebiometrics"
iri-tmm RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "TMM"
iri-hum-phys RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Human_Physiology"
iri-th RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Telehealth"

-- *3* OBJECT IDENTIFIER allocations specific to ITU-T X.1081
id-measures OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-tmm metric(1)}
id-fields-of-study OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-tmm scientific(2)}
id-modalities OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-tmm sensory(3)}

-- *3.1* OIDs for measures
id-quantities OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-measures quantities(1)}
id-units OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-measures units(2)}
id-symbols OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-measures symbols(3)}
id-conditions OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-measures conditions(4)}
id-methods OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-measures methods(5)}

-- *3.1.1* OIDs for quantities
id-quantities-physics OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-quantities physics(1)}
id-quantities-chemistry OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-quantities chemistry(2)}
id-quantities-biology OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-quantities biology(3)}
id-quantities-culturology OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-quantities
culturology(4)}
id-quantities-psychology OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-quantities psychology(5)}

-- *3.1.2* OIDs for methods
id-methods-physics OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-methods physics(1)}
id-methods-chemistry OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-methods chemistry(2)}
id-methods-biology OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-methods biology(3)}
id-methods-culturology OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-methods culturology(4)}
id-methods-psychology OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-methods psychology(5)}

-- *3.2* OIDs for fields of study
id-physics OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-fields-of-study physics(1)}
id-chemistry OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-fields-of-study chemistry(2)}
id-biology OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-fields-of-study biology(3)}
id-culturology OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-fields-of-study culturology(4)}
id-psychology OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-fields-of-study psychology(5)}

-- *3.3* OIDs for modalities
id-tango OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-modalities tango(1)}
id-video OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-modalities video(2)}
id-audio OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-modalities audio(3)}
id-chemo OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-modalities chemo(4)}
id-radio OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-modalities radio(5)}
id-calor OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-modalities calor(6)}
id-electro OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-modalities electro(7)}
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-- *4* RELATIVE-OID-IRI allocations specific to ITU-T X.1081
-These are all relative to iri-tmm
iri-measures RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures"
iri-fields-of-study RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Fields_of_study"
iri-modalities RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Modalities"

-- *4.1* OID-IRIs for Fields of Study
iri-quantities RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures/Quantities"
iri-units RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures/Units"
iri-symbols RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures/Symbols"
iri-conditions RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures/Conditions"
iri-methods RELATIVE-OID ::= "Measures/Methods"

-- *4.1.1* OID-IRIs for Quantities
iri-quantities-physics RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures/Quantities/Physics"
iri-quantities-chemistry RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures/Quantities/Chemistry"
iri-quantities-biology RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures/Quantities/Biology"
iri-quantities-culturology RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::=
"Measures/Quantities/Culturology"
iri-quantities-psychology RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::=
"Measures/Quantities/Psychology"

-- *4.1.2* OID-IRIs for Methods
iri-methods-physics RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures/Methods/Physics"
iri-methods-chemistry RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures/Methods/Chemistry"
iri-methods-biology RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures/Methods/Biology"
iri-methods-culturology RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures/Methods/Culturology"
iri-methods-psychology RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures/Methods/Psychology"

-- *4.2* OID-IRIs for Fields of Study
iri-physics RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Fields_of_Study/Physics"
iri-chemistry RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Fields_of_Study/Chemistry"
iri-biology RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Fields_of_Study/Biology"
iri-culturology RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Fields_of_Study/Culturology"
iri-psychology RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Fields_of_Study/Psychology"

-- *4.3* OID-IRIs for ModalitiesFields of Study
iri-tango RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Modalities/Tango"
iri-video RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Modalities/Video"
iri-audio RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Modalities/Audio"
iri-chemo RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Modalities/Chemo"
iri-radio RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Modalities/Radio"
iri-calor RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Modalities/Calor"
iri-electro RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Modalities/Electro"

END
______
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